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NUMBER TALKS
Grades 3rd-6th (with opportunities for expansion)
Number talks help students clarify their understanding of mathematical ideas,
increase  mental computation skills, explain thinking and expand  number
sense. This session will focus on how to get started with number talks as well
as resources to support number talks and how to plan for them.

MULTIPLICATION FACT FLUENCY
Grades 3-6  
This session will focus on teaching multiplication facts with a goal of recall within
three seconds.  We will discuss the order that facts should be taught, specific
strategies to teach them and games and activities to be used with students to
practice multiplication facts and reach fluency.

PROMOTING NUMBER SENSE IN THE CLASSROOM 
Grades 3-6 

Number sense comes from student understanding of math concepts. 
 Manipulatives and free virtual manipulatives will be used to assist teachers in
teaching math conceptually and aiding in student number sense.
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MATH OFFERINGS



MATH OFFERINGS

HOW TO PLAN AN EFFECTIVE MATH LESSON
Grades - ALL  
This session will focus on standards-based planning for math including
breaking standards into learning targets, choosing appropriate instructional
activities, checking for understanding during the lesson, and planning for
next steps.

This session will focus on numerous strategies teachers may use to check for
understanding during math lessons, what to do with the information gleaned
during these checks, and planning for next steps to expand student mastery.

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES FOR THE MATH CLASSROOM
Grades - 3-8 
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This session will focus on learning standards-based
questioning that can be used to probe students’ thinking and responding to
textual evidence.

UNDERSTANDING INFORMATIONAL TEXT

Teaching  informational text is different from teaching narrative text...the first
step  is understanding the difference and planning accordingly.

Grades - 3-8 

USING DIAGNOSTIC DATA

This PD takes the participant from data collection to data use.  This can be
tailored to the assessment platform being used by the school.

Grades - ALL

ELA OFFERINGS

TEXT-BASED QUESTIONING THAT AIDS IN COMPREHENSION
Grades - 3-12  (ELA, SS & SCI)

IT RESONATES WHEN YOU ANNOTATE
Grades - 3-8 (ELA, SS & SCI) 
Often a blocker to understanding and learning is vocabulary.  In the PD
teachers learn specific strategies that teach vocabulary so it sticks!



CREATING AN EFFECTIVE RETEACH LESSON

This session will focus on numerous strategies teachers may use to check for
understanding during math lessons, what to do with the information gleaned
during these checks, and planning for next steps to expand student mastery.

Grades - 3-8 

ELA OFFERINGS
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STATE YOUR CLAIM, STATE YOUR CLAIM: 
HOW TO IDENTIFY A CLAIM AND ITS SUPPORTING DETAILS

This PD takes the participant from data collection to data use. This can be
tailored to the assessment platform being used by the school.

 Grades - ALL

EXPLICIT VOCABULARY

Often a blocker to understanding and learning is vocabulary.  In the PD teachers
learn specific strategies that teach vocabulary so it sticks!

Grades - 3-8 (ELA, SS & SCI) 
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SUCCESSFUL CLASSROOMS

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR THE
VIRTUAL CLASSROOM

Teachers learn new strategies for engaging students in a virtual environment.
Grades - ALL

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

This session will focus on numerous strategies teachers may use to check for
understanding during math lessons, what to do with the information gleaned
during these checks, and planning for next steps to expand student mastery.

Grades -
ALL

STANDARDS-BASED  INSTRUCTION

The purpose of  the PD is for teachers to have a clear understanding of what
standards based instruction is and why it’s important.

Grades - 3-8 

CREATING AN  EFFECTIVE RETEACH LESSON

This answers the question: “I taught it, they didn’t get it, now what?”
Grades -
ALL
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RESTRUCTURING INSTRUCTIONAL TIME TO GET MAXIMUM IMPACT

Sometimes teachers get caught up in how instructional time is used within a
block.  This PD looks at different ways to use the time in the daily instructional
schedule.  No hum drum!!!

Grades - ALL

INTRO TO THINKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING; ANALYTICAL
THINKING, PRACTICAL THINKING AND CREATIVE THINKING 

This session will focus on numerous strategies teachers may use to check for
understanding during math lessons, what to do with the information gleaned
during these checks, and planning for next steps to expand student mastery.

Grades - 3-5

SUCCESSFUL CLASSROOMS
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CREATING A BITMOJI CLASSROOM
Grades - ALL
The “how to’s” of creating a virtual environment complete with avatars and
areas to support student learning.

CREATING AN  INTERACTIVE LESSON USING NEARPOD
Grades - ALL
Create  interactive lessons , videos and assessments that involves and connects
students virtually.

LET’S CREATE A PREZI!
Grades - ALL
Learn how to use presentation software that adds motion, zoom and
spacial relationships.

FLIPPED CLASSROOMS
Grades - ALL
Flipping the classroom involves providing instructional resources for students to
use outside of class so that class time is freed up for other instructional activities. 
 A model is presented that supports engaging students when they are not “in” the
classroom.

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM

GETTING STUDENTS ONLINE, ENGAGED AND LEARNING
Grades - ALL
This is our most requested offering! Getting students to not only get online but
also get to learning is a new challenge that won't go away any time soon.  In this
PD, teachers learn how to engaged students and get them learning in the virtual
environment. 
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Our initial session will focus on the philosophy of and blueprint for
creating schools where students feel safe to learn and are given the
tools to succeed regardless of background or past experience. 
 Participants will  understand the effects of trauma and bias and the
power of authentic human relationships, strengths-based interventions
and restorative discipline.  Background, data, strategies and tools along
with follow-up are all part of this training.

VIRTUAL MORALE BOOSTERS FOR TEACHERS

Boosting morale can be difficult when there are so many changes in
the learning environment.  Learn some tips and tools to help keep
morale high or to boost morale that has fallen. 

Grades - ALL

SAFE AND HEALTHY CLASSROOMS 
(TRAUMA INFORMED, IMPLICIT BIAS)
Grades - ALL

SEL (SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING) 

SEL STRATEGIES DURING AND POST COVID

Participants will learn effective strategies to use that can benefit
students while adjusting to the learning requirements of COVID-19.

Grades - ALL
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Understand the impact of multisensory integration and learning on
cognition and discuss novel learning methods.

LEARNING, MEMORY & EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS

Understand the relationship between learning, memory, executive
functioning, and brain development in the classroom and discuss
relevant teaching strategies.

Grades - ALL

MULTISENSORY LEARNING
Grades - ALL

FROM BRAIN SCAN TO LESSON PLAN

CONNECTING NEUROSCIENCE TO DIVERSITY, EQUITY &
INCLUSION

Integrate information from cognitive science, neuroscience, and
psychology to provide evidence-based solutions to promote equitable
teaching and learning. 

Grades - ALL

NEUROPLASTICITY: LEARNING CHANGES THE BRAIN

Grades - ALL
Provide insight into how the process of neuroplasticity how our brain
changes with learning and experience) can affect learning and adapt to
challenges (e.g., during COVID-19 times).



Calendar Invitation
https://calendly.com/fpittman-1

Website
www.schoolturnaround.org

SCHEDULE A CALL NOW!

Call Us
518-797-3783

Let's get started on improving  your students' performance
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